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Patrick's book has helped me in a major way to quit throwing money around the layout, and play in

a controlled manner that's still fun -- because I've won 7 of 9 casino visits since! I don't break the

bank -- but I don't lose my usual $300-$400 anymore either. This book is far superior to Scoblete's,

offering actual inside numbers to play in order to spread numbers around the wheel, excellent

suggestions on outside bets, pros and cons of betting systems, regression bets, money

management, discipline -- highly recommended for those who see that Scoblete's riff -- "biased"

wheels -- is something only those looking for a ridiculous "angle" will believe.

This is the fourth John Patrick book that I have read. It is true that every book of his has a lot of

repetitive information on money management. But... I have won consistently at the tables in Vegas

over the last 2 years using his system. His advanced craps and blackjack books are must reading

for any casino gambler.

Roulette, contrary to popular belief, is a game that offers various opportunities to win despite the

house edge of (ugh) at least 5%. There are two reasons for this. One, the number of options for

betting open to the customer offer great hedge opportunities and two, it is a streaky game.

Furthermore, if you can find a wheel with just one zero (and there are some in both Reno and

Vegas), you cut that house edge in half on the outside bets. Learn to beat this game with the



Regression system in conjunction with hedges or with the Action-Number system, a system that

spreads your money around the entire wheel, giving you the best chance to win. This knowledge

alone is great, but it is Patrick's philosophy that is the real meat and potatoes of being competitive.

There is simply the most logical approach to beating this game written in this book. There are

critcisms that this book is redundant in terms of the philosophy that Mr. Patrick teaches. I have a

reply to these silly criticisms. Winning isn't complicated, it's just real hard to do. Get this book and

open up another opportunity for yourself to be a winner during your next trip to the casinos.

When it comes to roulette John Patrick is on the money in his advice concerning money

management. Although I do not think that this book is the equal of Frank Scoblete's Spin Roulette

Gold, I do think he spends a lot of time explaining one of the most important facets of gaming -

money management. Worth a read.

If an edge can be gained on the Roulette wheel John Patrick knows how to do it. If you apply his

small win strategies there is no doubt you will win at Roulette. Very informative and well written

where any one can understand, I truly enjoyed the read!

Learn from John's mistakes and experience the "Big 4" and "Little 3". You will not be dissapointed in

this classic!

john ' s betting process is a great read and it's systems work year after year
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